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#12 = Final Dating Prophecy: “Solstice 2017-5778” 
 

A modern messenger with a penname Jonah-II was appointed 
by the ELOHIM to fulfill a mission to warn Christians for (10) 
ten years on the web to no avail due to their belief in 
denominational dogma deception and lies. True science was 
suppressed for a hundred years by a modern hi-tech civilization. 
Thus, Yeshua-Jesus prophesied a corrupted society will be 
judge again like a historic event Noah’s Atlantis civilization 
2288 BC. That ancient population became absolutely wicked; 
thus totally perished on 5 February 2287BC with an asteroid 
strike shaking the earth in violent wobbles causing a worldwide 
Flood.  
Again, in our time, many of the Creator’s warnings are ignored 
and once more misapplied the unforgiving laws of nature to 
willfully destroying with high technology all Life on earth.  
Therefore once more will repeat worldwide YHWH Wrath 
summed up in Babushka Pearls #270, #233 sent to hundreds of 
embassies, universities and many Christian-TV channels. If God 
does not stop the critical environmental Life extinction, Satan 
will shortly gloat, “I am superior to the ELOHIM.”  
Fourteen (14) Bible Babushka Eggs confirmed concepts of 
countless side issues in many science Pearls not allowed in 
churches and universities to warn this generation from a historic 
knowledge perspective. Modern theologians could not be 
trusted to reveal Truth because they love money and prestige 
more, being misled thus believing Satan, who is an expert in 
deception. Perhaps better informed will soon discover that this 
generation will soon perish in a very short Apocalypse, 
theologians should notice that clocks in heaven Heh dimension 
are different than on earth Daleth dimension. Dating any 
schedule remains dependent on the pilot, but may still arrive at 
the end-station on time. YHWH’s Plan for Mankind was not 
comprehended being uninformed in science, which caused 
denominational deception ignoring truth. The Torah-Bible 
metaphysic sphere was mirror imaged in physics but is now 
outlined in the ending of Revelation 4 & 21. Read it and apply 
the Hebrew Alphabet Number System to be better Torah-Bible 
informed.   
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Then Yeshua-Jesus who was seated on the throne 
said, “Write this down, for these words are trustworthy 
and true.” (Rev.21:5)  

“It is done - I am making everything new!” 
I am the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and the End. To the 
thirsty I will give water without cost from the spring of the water of 
life. 7 Those who are victorious will inherit all this, and I will be their 
God and they will be my children.8  But the cowardly, the unbelieving, 
the vile, the murderers, the sexually immoral, those who practice 
magic arts, the idolaters and all liars—they will be consigned to the 
fiery lake of burning sulfur. This is the second death.” 

 

(Verse 21) Then I saw “a new heaven and a new earth for the 
first heaven and the first earth had passed away, and there 
was no longer any sea.  
2 I saw the Holy City, the New Jerusalem, coming down out of 
heaven from God, prepared as a bride beautifully dressed for 
her husband.  
26 The glory and honor of the nations will be brought into 
it. 27 Nothing impure will ever enter it, nor will anyone who does 
what is shameful or deceitful, but only those whose names are 
written in the Lamb’s book of life. 
3 And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying,  

“Look!” 
God’s	 dwelling	 place	 is	 now	 among	 the	 people,	 and	 he	 will	
dwell	with	them.	They	will	be	his	people,	and	God	himself	will	
be	with	them	and	be	their	God.	He	will	wipe	every	tear	from	
their	eyes.	There	will	be	no	more	death	or	mourning	or	crying	or	
pain,	for	the	old	order	of	things	has	passed	away…	

	
…like Christian genocides and Jewish holocausts, too. 

Pass it on to your friends. 
No more Babushka Eggs after 3018 AD - 6778 


